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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the Fans Only Coin (FOC) token, platform, and project as
a whole so that those who are interested can find out more about the underlying technology,
use cases, functionality, and timelines associated with the project.
We are a dedicated marketing and development team devoted to bringing utility, transparency and
integrity to a space renowned for devious marketing ploys and disignenuous projects.
This whitepaper will be regularly updated as we continue to achieve our milestones.
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ABSTRACT
A new global economy is coming. Digital currencies are here to create a new culture where
the value of ideas and movements are represented by the market cap of their digital currency
counterparts. This new economy is riddled with thousands of meme coins. Meme coins are
created by the developers for a quick buck instead of being innovative.
Fans Only is not a meme coin but an innovative project representing the freedom for the underserved
influencer market through our own community and NFT marketplace.

WHAT IS
THE PURPOSE
Fans Only is a celestial bringing blessings of endless
fun, usefulness, and rewards.
Fans Only bring hope. They represent freedom to the
underserved influencer market, for a bright future and
a better life. Now Fans Only is built on Ethereum
and continues the legacy of the influencer market.
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HOW?
To launch and create an NFT market place focused on
an underserved influencer market and democratize the
use and distribution of NFTs
Fans Only will start out as a token launched on the
Ethereum (ETH) network which the platform will be powered
by. The platform’s transactions, fees and minting functionalities
will be decentralized thanks to the nature of the ETH network.
The concept behind the marketplace is to empower the
creative needs of the more sensual creators and influencers who
are currently trapped in platforms with extremely high fees and
limited ability to market themselves properly.
The alpha version of the platform will have basic NFT minting
functionality for images and video, which the influencers can
either sell as a one off, as a package, or have a subscription
model.
To address this problem of limitation on creators, the team at
FOC has devised a set of tokenomics which provide a deflationary
token used as the medium of monetary value on the exclusive
FOC NFT platform where creators can create, publish, and
share their content as non-fungible tokens, or NFTs.
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MISSION

Our mission is to make it easier for creators to benefit from their creative efforts while enabling
investors and collectors to reap the rewards of spotting and supporting talent quickly.
Usually when a creator develops content, they can offer it up for free where
advertisers can tap into the creators audience in exchange for advertising fees, or they have a
paywall via membership or other means which allows the creators to monetize their audience
more directly versus the advertiser methodology.
Now, thanks to the innovative developments from FOC, creators have a new mode of
monetization by enabling the creators to sell the rights and ownership of the NFT, which can
accrue value as a collectible in a way that is decentralized and easily transferable to anyone interested.
FOC has already begun to explore partnerships with key agencies and groups of creators
who see the value the FOC platform offers to them and their creators.
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INFLUENCER
MARKETPLACE
Fans Only’s marketplace is the place where creators can sell their own exclusive NFTs.
With this, you truly own something from your influencer. Users can buy the exclusive
NFTs from their wished creators with our own $FOC token. Tokens can be bought
with a debit card or with another cryptocurrency.

FANSWAP
Fans Only’s marketplace also gives the users that hold NFTs the opportunity to swap one
NFT with another with someone else. If you don’t have anything to swap
you can also directly buy the desired NFT from the seller.
FanSwap also provides NFT airdrops, how longer you hold an NFT
from a creator then you will have more chance to be airdropped.
Fans Only’s marketplace is the place to sell, buy and swap your wished NFT from a creator.
Fast and easy with our own FOC token. Tokens can be bought with a debit card or
with another cryptocurrency.
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TOKENOMICS
The tokenomics are a key element of how the tokens
individual value will change over time, further
rewarding holders and users of the token.

INITIAL LIQUIDITY
Initial supply of 1 Billion (1,000,000,000) $FOC
was minted on smart contract deployment. 100%
of supply was added to the Uniswap Liquidity Pool
along with $300K.

1B $FOC SUPPLY
$300K INITIAL LIQUIDITY

BURN
2% burn function that will destroy 2% of all tokens
transacted. This means that when users buy or sell
the token, a portion is destroyed forever.

2.0% BURNING

REDISTRIBUTION
2% redistribution tax applied to transactions to
reward holders of FOC token, whenever someone
buys or sells our token, 2% of the transaction value
will be equally distributed to all token holders.

2.0% REDISTRIBUTION

LP
More liquidity means better pricing for people
trying to buy and sell the FOC token, we achieve
this through a 2% LP reward that is paid in
Ethereum (ETH) for FOC tokens locked into
Liquidity Pools (LP’s).

2.0% LP REWARD

STAKING
You will be rewarded if you lock FOC
token, for one year it’s 25%
You will be able to stake directly from your
crypto wallet, such as Trust Wallet.

25% ONE YEAR

The total token transaction tax to enable this tokenomic
structure is 11% which further incentivizes token holders
to continuously hold the tokens that they have purchased.
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ROADMAP
Fans Only launched on XXX, 2021 and has made great strides working through the roadmap

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

BEGINNING

WARM

Social Media Launch
Website Launch
Token Launch
LP Lock
CoinGecko
CoinMarketCap
1000 Holders
1000 TG Members

Whitepaper Publish
Coin Audit
Launch FanSwap
Marketing Schedule
Trend on Dex
Announce Date to
Launch Marketplace
5000 Holders
5000 TG members

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

HOT

FIRE

Launch NFT Marketplace
10000 Holders
10000 TG members
Merch Drop
Influencer Push
Billboard Push
Announce major
NFT drop

completed

in progress

1st CEX Listing
2nd CEX listing
Surpass $kishu
Surpass $shib
Surpass $bugg
Major NFT Drop

in queue
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FUNDING
Every investor wants to know what their investment is doing. Fans Only has a very simple
funding model. Ongoing marketing and development funds come from:

In order to guarantee sustained marketing and
development efforts there will be a 5% marketing
and development fee applied to transactions that
will be paid in ETH.
2.5% of every transaction goes to development
2.5% of every transaction goes to marketing

The total token transaction tax to enable this tokenomic
structure is 11% which further incentivizes token holders
to continuously hold the tokens that they have purchased.
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FANS ONLY
CONCLUSION

FANSWAP

Fans Only is not a meme coin but an innovative project representing the freedom
for the underserved influencer market through our own community and NFT marketplace.
Fans Only is a celestial bringing blessings of endless fun, usefulness, and rewards.
Our marketplace is the place where creators can sell their own exclusive NFTs.
The alpha version of the platform will have basic NFT minting functionality for
images and video, which the influencers can either sell as a one off, as a
package, or have a subscription model.

Fans Only’s marketplace also gives the users that hold NFTs the opportunity to swap one
NFT with another with someone else. If you don’t have anything to swap
you can also directly buy the desired NFT from the seller.
FanSwap also provides NFT airdrops, how longer you hold an NFT
from a creator then you will have more chance to be airdropped.
With this, you truly own something from your influencer. Users can buy the exclusive
NFTs from their wished creators with our own $FOC token. Tokens can be bought
with a debit card or with another cryptocurrency.
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THANK
YOU!
...bridging the fans with
the creators
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DISCLAIMER

Fans Only, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“Fans Only”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed,
unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is
intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. Fans Only is a fully and completely
decentralized and community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other figures or entities exerting any
form of governance. The Fans Only smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The Fans Only token is strictly a utility
token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. Fans Only is not in any way e-money and/or fiat
money, or an asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it
an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in Fans Only or acquire or use Fans Only tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of Fans Only
represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this
Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of Fans Only (including the Fans Only token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an
inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, including Fans Only, and further
disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with Fans Only, for any damage suffered, including total loss. Fans Only makes a
credit card interface available on its website solely for the users’ convenience. The Company is not a payment processor of any kind, and has no control over credit card
processing. Use at your own risk
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